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Evergreen



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Headline and Creative v1
Creative Matrix

Header: Adapt. Grow. Repeat.

Subhead: See how Sales Cloud can help your team thrive during change.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ivRV9ww8zgr8t7gJ2NX5w1ChYyIY44-I2xatA5Kki34/edit?usp=sharing


Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Headline and Creative v2
Copy Matrix

Header: Adapt. Grow. Repeat.

Subhead: Forecast growth 27% more accurately with Sales Cloud.



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Display Ads v1

1200x628 728x90 160x600

300x600

300x250 250x250 200x200



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Display Ads v2

1200x628 728x90 160x600

300x600

300x250 250x250 200x200



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Paid Social Copy - LinkedIn & Twitter v1

LinkedIn

Intro text: (150 characters): Sales Cloud unites your team on 

a single platform with the data, tools, and automation you 

need to grow your business and best salespeople.

Text in Banner:: Adapt. Grow. Repeat. See how Sales Cloud 

can help your team thrive during change.

Title: (70 character): Get a single platform for all your 

processes, tools, and insights.

CTA: Watch demo

Twitter

Tweet copy: (280 characters): Keep your team connected from 

anywhere they work with Sales Cloud. Having a single platform 

with all of your data, tools, and insights allows leaders to coach 

salespeople, forecast better, and automate processes to close 

deals faster.

Text in Banner: Adapt. Grow. Repeat. See how Sales Cloud can 

help your team thrive during change.

CTA: Watch demo



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Paid Social Copy - LinkedIn & Twitter v2

LinkedIn

Intro text: (150 characters): Sales Cloud unites your team 

on a single platform with the data, tools, and automation 

you need to grow your business and best salespeople.

Text in Banner: Adapt. Grow. Repeat. Forecast growth 

27% more accurately with Sales Cloud. 

Title: (70 character): Get a single platform for all your 

processes, tools, and insights.

CTA: Watch demo

Twitter

Tweet copy: (280 characters): Keep your team connected from 

anywhere they work with Sales Cloud. Having a single platform 

with all of your data, tools, and insights allows leaders to coach 

salespeople, forecast better, and automate processes to close 

deals faster.

Text in Banner: Adapt. Grow. Repeat. Forecast growth 27% 

more accurately with Sales Cloud. 

CTA: Watch demo



Salesforce

Suggested for you

Sponsored

SALESFORCE.COM

Get a single platform for all your processes, tools, and insights.

Sales Cloud unites your team on a single platform with the 

data, tools, and automation you need to grow your business 

and best salespeople.

Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Paid Social Creative v1

LinkedIn 1200x628 Twitter 1080x1080



Salesforce

Suggested for you

Sponsored

SALESFORCE.COM

Get a single platform for all your processes, tools, and insights.

Sales Cloud unites your team on a single platform with the 

data, tools, and automation you need to grow your business 

and best salespeople.

Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Paid Social Creative v2

LinkedIn 1200x628 Twitter 1080x1080



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Organic Social Copy

LinkedIn

Copy (132 characters): Scale faster with the ability to coach 

teams remotely, access embedded intelligence, and 

automate the final stages of closing deals.

Twitter

Tweet (96 characters): Coach teams remotely, access 

embedded intelligence, and automate closing deals with 

Sales Cloud.

Instagram

Copy (140 characters): Want to scale faster? Use Sales 

Cloud to coach teams remotely, access embedded 

intelligence, and automate the final stages of closing deals.

Facebook

Copy (65 characters): Coach teams remotely and automate 

closing deals with Sales Cloud.



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Organic Social Graphic v1 & v2

1200x675 1200x675



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Aspen Email - Copy

Subject Line (75 characters): Need to grow quickly? Scale up with Sales Cloud.

Preheader (120 characters): Sales Cloud helps teams adapt and grow from anywhere on a single platform.

Headline (50 characters): Stay connected to help your team thrive.

Body copy for primary offer (500 characters):

To keep sales growing when employees are working in different locations, connecting through a single platform is more important than ever.

Sales Cloud brings together all the processes, tools, and insights to empower sales leaders to:

·  Coach teams remotely and increase revenue 26%

·  Move quickly with embedded intelligence, integrated planning, pipeline insights, and forecasting that’s 27% more accurate

·  Automate the final stages of deals to close them 28% faster

CTA copy (20 characters): Watch demo

Secondary Offer Copy (165 characters): Grow your best salespeople and your business. This video will show you how.



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Aspen Email - Creative v1

Secondary Offer 496x496Hero 912x470



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Aspen Email - Creative v2

Secondary Offer 496x496Hero 912x470



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Form Page - Copy

Header (55 characters): Is your team connected enough to grow?

Sub head (55 characters): Sales Cloud unites teams to succeed from anywhere.

Body: (200-300 characters): With Sales Cloud, your team can work together from a single 
platform, no matter where they sit.

That means everyone has access to the processes, tools, and insights that can drive growth so 
leaders can:

·  Coach teams to increase revenue 26%

·  Forecast 27% more accurately 

·  Close deals 28% faster

Body copy closer: Questions? Call us at 1-800-667-6389.

CTA: Watch demo

Attribution: TBD

Disclaimer: TBD



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Confirmation Page

Header (55 characters): Thanks for your interest in scaling with Sales Cloud.

Subhead (55 characters): To learn more about the platform, explore these links.

CTA: Watch demo



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Form/Confirmation Page - Creative v1

768x432



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Form/Confirmation Page - Creative v2

768x432



New Logo



Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Headline and Creative v1

Header: Where should your team focus their efforts?

Subhead: Get revenue-raising insights from Sales Cloud.

Creative Matrix

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PHBc2ceeMyun3jVkNS_qCoXvUh4yA7tSbvAOi5mopgQ/edit#gid=0


Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Headline and Creative v2

Header: See the entire sales landscape with Sales Cloud.

Subhead: Forecast 27% more accurately with better visibility.



Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Display Ads v1

1200x628 728x90 160x600

300x600

300x250 250x250 200x200



Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Display Ads v2

1200x628 728x90 160x600

300x600

300x250 250x250 200x200



Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Paid Social Copy v1

LinkedIn

Intro text: (150 characters): 

Sales Cloud gives leaders 

insights into where teams 

should spend their time and 

energy to drive more growth.

Text in Banner: Where should 

your team focus their efforts?

Title: (70 character): Spot 

opportunities to grow with 

Sales Cloud.

CTA: Watch demo

Twitter

Tweet copy: (280 characters): 
With Sales Cloud, you can easily 
see where teams should be 
spending their time and energy 
to drive growth. Learn more 
about how the platform gives 
you complete visibility over the 
sales process, enables 
coaching from anywhere, and 
helps to close deals faster.

Text in Banner: Where should 
your team focus their efforts?

CTA: Watch demo

Facebook

Body Copy (125): Gain complete 

visibility over the sales process, 

coach from anywhere, and 

close deals faster with Sales 

Cloud.

Headline (40): Get insights for 

increasing revenue.

Text in Banner: Where should 

your team focus their efforts?

Link Description (30): Spot 

every opportunity.

CTA: Watch demo

Instagram

Primary Text (125
characters): Gain complete 
visibility over your sales 
process to steer

your team toward revenue-

generating opportunities.

Headline (40 characters): Drive 

more growth with Sales Cloud.

Text in Banner: Where should 

your team focus their efforts?



Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Paid Social Creative v1 - LinkedIn & Twitter

LinkedIn 1200x628 Twitter 1080x1080

Salesforce

Suggested for you

Sponsored

SALESFORCE.COM

Spot opportunities to grow with Sales Cloud.

Sales Cloud gives leaders insights into where teams should 

spend their time and energy to drive more growth.



Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Paid Social Creative v1 - Facebook & Instagram

1080x1080
Facebook Feed, Instant Articles, & Right Hand Column
Instagram Feed & Explore

1080x1920
Facebook & 
Instagram Stories



Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Paid Social Copy v2

LinkedIn

Intro text: (150 characters): 

Sales Cloud gives leaders 

insights into where teams 

should spend their time and 

energy to drive more growth.

Text in Banner: Forecast 27% 

more accurately with better 

visibility. 

Title: (70 character): Spot 

opportunities to grow with 

Sales Cloud.

CTA: Watch demo

Twitter

Tweet copy: (280 characters): 
With Sales Cloud, you can 
easily see where teams should 
be spending their time and 
energy to drive growth. Learn 
more about how the platform 
gives you complete visibility 
over the sales process, 
enables coaching from 
anywhere, and helps to close 
deals faster.

Text in Banner: Forecast 27% 
more accurately with better 
visibility. 

CTA: Watch demo

Facebook

Body Copy (125): Double-

digit growth is possible when 

you empower your team with 

Sales Cloud.

Headline (40): Know where 

to focus your team’s time.

Text in Banner: See the 

entire sales landscape with 

Sales Cloud. Forecast 27% 

more accurately with better 

visibility.

Link Description (30): Gain 

insights for growth.  

CTA: Watch demo

Instagram

Primary Text (125

characters): 

Gain complete visibility over your 

sales process so you can spot 

where your team can grow.

Headline (40 characters):

Generate more revenue with 

Sales Cloud.

Text in Banner: See the entire 

sales landscape with Sales 

Cloud. Forecast 27% more 

accurately with better visibility.



Salesforce

Suggested for you

Sponsored

SALESFORCE.COM

Spot opportunities to grow with Sales Cloud.

Sales Cloud gives leaders insights into where teams should 

spend their time and energy to drive more growth.

Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Paid Social Creative v2

LinkedIn 1200x628 Twitter 1080x1080



Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Paid Social Creative v2 - Facebook & Instagram

1080x1080
Facebook Feed, Instant Articles, & Right Hand Column
Instagram Feed & Explore

1080x1920
Facebook & 
Instagram Stories



Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Aspen Email Copy v1

Subject Line (75 characters): Do you know where to focus your team’s efforts?

Preheader (120 characters): Sales Cloud makes it clear where your team should be spending their time and energy.

Headline (50 characters): Spot opportunities to grow with Sales Cloud.

Body copy for primary offer (500 characters):

Leaders need complete visibility over their sales processes. With an accurate lay of the land, you can make informed decisions that 

drive more growth.

Sales Cloud provides a bird’s-eye view of the entire sales cycle with insights that help to:

·  Manage teams to generate 26% more revenue

·  Forecast 27% more accurately

·  Close deals 28% faster

CTA copy (20 characters): Watch demo

Secondary Offer Copy (165 chars): Double-digit growth is possible when you empower your team with Sales Cloud. Check out the 

video to see how.



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Aspen Email - Creative v1

Secondary Offer 496x496Hero 912x470



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Aspen Email - Creative v2

Secondary Offer 496x496Hero 912x470



Thank you



Sales Cloud Demo: Evergreen | Form Page - Copy

Header (55 characters): Is your team connected enough to grow?

Sub head (55 characters): Sales Cloud unites teams to succeed from anywhere.

Body: (200-300 characters): With Sales Cloud, your team can work together from a single platform, no matter where they sit.

That means everyone has access to the processes, tools, and insights that can drive growth so leaders can:

·  Scale coaching

·  Gain greater visibility of their pipeline

·  Grow revenue predictably

Body copy closer: Questions? Call us at 1-800-667-6389.

CTA: Watch demo

Attribution: TBD

Disclaimer: TBD



Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Aspen Email Copy v1

Subject Line (75 characters): Do you know where to focus your team’s efforts?

Preheader (120 characters): Sales Cloud makes it clear where your team should be spending their time and energy.

Headline (50 characters): Spot opportunities to grow with Sales Cloud.

Body copy for primary offer (500 characters):

Leaders need complete visibility over their sales processes. With an accurate lay of the land, they can make informed decisions that drive more growth.

Sales Cloud provides a bird’s-eye view of the entire sales cycle with insights that help to:

·  Coach sales reps to be more productive and successful

·  Manage teams to generate 26% more revenue

·  Close deals 28% faster

CTA copy (20 characters): Watch demo

Secondary Offer Copy (165 chars): Double-digit growth is possible when you empower your team with Sales Cloud. Check out the video to see how.



Sales Cloud Demo: New Logo | Aspen Email Copy v2

Subject Line (75 characters): What does better visibility give you? A 27% increase in forecast accuracy.

Preheader (120 characters): Sales Cloud makes it clear where your team should be spending their time and energy.

Headline (50 characters): Spot opportunities to grow with Sales Cloud.

Body copy for primary offer (500 characters):

Leaders need complete visibility over their sales processes. With an accurate lay of the land, they can make informed decisions that drive more growth.

Sales Cloud provides a bird’s-eye view of the entire sales cycle with insights that help to:

·  Coach sales reps to be more productive and successful

·  Manage teams to generate 26% more revenue

·  Close deals 28% faster

CTA copy (20 characters): Watch demo

Secondary Offer Copy (165 chars): Double-digit growth is possible when you empower your team with Sales Cloud. Check out the video to see how.


